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The ISER Team

These four make it happen!

2010 ISER Suppliers’ Awards

Address and Winners

Jonny Aarons - Managing Director

“Our quality dealers ensure that suppliers take us 

seriously.”

Rochelle Klopper - Financial Director

“I love my job, love ISER and love the work I am doing.”

Mike Davidson – Merchandise Executive

ISER’s point man who allows larger suppliers and 

smaller retailers to meet.

Bernine Josef - National Sales Manager

“My job is to make sure dealers are happy.”

Selected exhibitors from previous ISER shows return 

year after year
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THE ISER TEAM
These four make it happen!

(left to right) Bernine Josef (national sales manager); Jonny Aarons (managing director); Rochelle Klopper (financial director)

Mike Davidson (merchandise executive & ALT Director)

“The Independents needed a buying group to look after 
them, particularly after a major group sold out. When that 

happened we identified that as the opportunity we were 
looking for. I thought very heavily about this, and eventually 
came up with a formula which I hoped would appeal to other 

independents and encourage them to join us. 

That was in 1999. The formula we outlined clearly had some 
appeal because we attracted several top independents and 

in 2010 ISER was born….” 

Jonny Aarons
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2010 ISER Suppliers’ Awards
Address and Winners

Good eveninG ladies and Gentlemen. i welcome you all on behalf of the iseR team - includinG 

Jonny aaRons ouR md, Rochelle KloppeR ouR newly appointed fd, beRnine Josef ouR national sales 

manaGeR and myself, michael davidson, meRchandise exec and the mc foR toniGhts pRoceedinGs.

a special welcome to all ouR expeRt dealeRs heRe toniGht - thanK you foR attendinG ouR woRKshop 

eaRlieR and we hope you Gained siGnificant insiGhts. 

toniGht is ouR annual supplieRs awaRds which pRecedes the iseR tRade show tomoRRow as usual. 

howeveR this yeaR is special in that it is the 10th anniveRsaRy since the foundinG of iseR.

ten yeaRs aGo, five pRoGRessive and foRwaRd thinKinG Retail businesses combined to foRm a new 

buyinG GRoup - independent specialist electRonic RetaileRs... iseR. they saw then what has become 

even moRe appaRent today - that without coopeRation, the independent would be undeR seRious 

pRessuRe to suRvive and pRospeR.

in those 10 yeaRs - otheR than the untimely death of euGene theRon, the iseR boaRd has been 

exceptionally stable. this yeaR howeveR we have had foR the fiRst time a numbeR of chanGes. allan 

hiRsch has ResiGned fRom the boaRd and is no lonGeR a shaReholdeR... and afteR 10 yeaRs, mR willem 

KloppeR senioR has RetiRed fRom the iseR boaRd and as chaiRman, he has been Replaced by mR haRtwiG 

heil of tafelbeRG. Rochelle KloppeR is now also on ouR boaRd as the financial diRectoR.

Continue to 4  
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and in those 10 yeaRs not only has iseR pRoGRessively played an eveR incReasinG Role in pRomotinG 

the suRvival of the independent RetaileR... we have GRown into and maintained ouR position as sa’s 

leadinG electRonic buyinG and tRade finance GRoup.

we at iseR stRive to impRove the lot of the independent by impRovinG and cooRdinatinG the 

communication between ouR dealeRs and youRselves as supplieRs. althouGh the benefits of dealinG 

thRouGh iseR aRe many, may i Remind you of some of them now.

theRe is the expeRt co-bRandinG, which facilitates syneRGy amonGst dealeRs, ouR supeRb admin 

division GReatly enhances the Recons and Remittances, easieR access foR supplieRs to multiple dealeRs, 

and dealeRs to multiple supplieRs allowinG foR instantaneous communication of all issues both 

ways, sinGle unified accounts - both ways - minimised RisK foR supplieRs, we aRe expeRts at lobbyinG 

supplieRs on behalf of ouR dealeRs, and foR supplieRs, it is easieR to deflect complaints fRom a mass 

meRchant when iseR does deals on behalf of theiR dealeRs - it is not a meRe sinGle shop heRe oR theRe 

that has special pRicinG.

we Realised some time aGo that many of ouR dealeRs have not pRoGRessed much in the last few 

yeaRs, whilst most mass meRchants aRe applyinG woRld’s best pRactices. on that basis we initiated a 

pRoGRam at ouR expeRt dealeR woRK shop eaRlieR today that will advance the undeRstandinG of 

what an independent needs to accomplish if he is to suRvive and GRow.

a numbeR of ouR dealeRs aRe stRuGGlinG to come to teRms with the way ouR leadinG supplieRs do 

business these days. Gone aRe the days of picKinG up the phone, callinG youR local Rep, who you have 

Known foR yeaRs, he dRops in foR tea at a moments notice and expects 3 of each to be deliveRed 

Continued: Suppliers’ Awards Address
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Continue to 6  

tomoRRow afteRnoon. the same dealeRs have not yet come to teRms that the pRoduct mix is chanGinG 

- innovative and new cateGoRies aRe now taKen up by the mass GRoups lonG in advance of the 

independents who then Resist stocKinG these GRowth cateGoRies as a Result of them beinG discounted 

lines. yet the youth and tomoRRow’s customeRs GRavitate to those stoRes that fulfill the demand foR 

these modeRn day pRoducts and access to shoppinG on line has Revolutionised the buyinG decision by 

the modeRn aveRaGe consumeR - he is suddenly moRe expeRt than the typical salespeRson and Knows 

what he wants - all he needs is foR the stoRe to have stocK at what he consideRs the RiGht pRice.

we now Know that foRwaRd oRdeRinG, many months in advance in cases is essential if a business 

is to Get adeQuate stocK on time. in that vein we aRe intRoducinG an open to buy pRoGRam linKed 

to a cash flow model - as an aid to ouR dealeRs. we also pRoGRessively send out schedules that  

facilitates the planninG of deliveRies thRee months in advance... and we aRe now also settinG up a 

plan foR an on line oRdeRinG system and a pos manaGement system to impRove efficiencies, somethinG 

few independents could eveR do on theiR own. ouR appeal to ouR supplieRs, is to woRK with us and 

ouR dealeRs to impRove the success of this campaiGn...

the independent will find it difficult to suRvive if we can’t find a way that allows us to compete 

foR stocK and pRice. i suspect the last thinG you would liKe to see is the independent fade away, 

and you become completely beholden to two oR thRee GRoups foR all youR business... we want to 

believe that we can sustain ouR 25 - 30% maRKet shaRe as independents lonG into the futuRe, but we 

can only do that if we impRove the peRfoRmance of the independents. in that vein we uRGe you to 

Give us advance waRninG of pRicinG and pRoduct launches in the same way that you tReat the mass 

and fuRnituRe channels - usually up to thRee oR fouR months in advance... but we have not been 
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successful with this yet. this is an aRea wheRe you can immediately maKe a diffeRence. we Just need to 

manaGe the pRocess so it impRoves confidence in ouR supplieRs whilst not inhibitinG business. 

it is a Real pleasuRe to see so many familiaR faces aGain. it has been neaRly 18 months since ouR last 

show held heRe in the same hall... we aRe indeed honouRed to have so many chief executives and ouR 

supplieRs heRe with us toniGht. thanK you foR JoininG us and GivinG of youR time, especially those of 

you that flew in foR the occasion.

The Defy Team that won ISER’s Supplier of the Year award on their 

stand.

(l to r) Isak Smith (Defy), Jonny Aarons, Harwig Heil, Mike Davidson 

and Koot Barnard (Defy) - ISER Supplier of the Year

(l to r) Michael Crawford (Samsung), Jonny Aarons, Hartwig Heil 

and Matthew Thackrah (Samsung) accept ISER’s award as their TV 

Supplier of the Year

Nu World won the Smalls Supplier of the Year

(l to r) Jeff Goldberg, (Nu World) Jonny, Hilton Savadier (Nu World) 

and Hartwig Heil

Continued: Suppliers’ Awards Address
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AWARDS FOR

best supplieR in

best supplieR in

best supplieR in

best supplieR in

best supplieR in

best supplieR in

best admin 

best admin

best admin

hiGhest GRowth

most impRoved

most impRoved

supplieR of the yeaR

maJoR appliances

small appliances

audio & electRonics

tv - panels

photoGRaphic

fuRnituRe

small siZed co

medium siZed co

laRGe siZed co

smalleR company

laRGeR company

RUNNER UP

lG

amap

samsunG

lG

canon

alpine

defy

cReative house

nuwoRld

samsunG

WINNER

defy

nuwoRld

lG

samsunG

niKon

GRafton

Kenwood

nuwoRld

defy

samsunG

afRitRonics

samsunG

defy

once aGain, we at iseR, need to thanK ouR valued supplieRs foR theiR contRibution and suppoRt 

foR ouR exhibition. no doubt each yeaR Gets moRe complicated and difficult to Justify the expense 

and the effoRt... howeveR we believe the independent needs eveRy bit of suppoRt they can Get and 

this tRade show contRibutes somewhat to showinG that suppoRt... the hall downstaiRs has some 

of the most incRedible stands we’ve seen on a tRade show in sa. it is a touGh maRKet place out 

theRe and we aRe all suffeRinG a little fRom post woRld cup blues... unfoRtunately we have lost 

a few supplieRs duRinG the yeaR and theRe have also been a few meRGeRs. in conclusion iseR Really 

values youR suppoRt. Just befoRe closinG i would liKe to thanK tRacy and heR team foR helpinG 

with the oRGaniZation of the show, Rochelle and heR admin team, beRnine foR all the help in the 

aRRanGements and booKinGs, and sanet foR heR amaZinG co-oRdination sKills, as well as Jonny foR 

his invaluable input and manaGement.

THESE WERE THE AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY MIKE DAVIDSON
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t
he names Jonny aarons and iseR are synonymous 

with each other; it was Jonny and his partner Gavin 

who identified the gap – that the independents 

needed a buying group to specifically cater for them and look 

after their interests. after the gap was identified, Jonny set in 

motion a series of actions that ultimately lead to the birth of 

iseR. and that was relatively recently in early 2000.

of course, there were other buying groups, such as shaw 

and furnex, but shaw closed for a period after selling out to 

tigon, which went into liquidation, and furnex focused heavily 

on furniture. so there was a gap and Johannesburg-born Jonny 

aarons decided to fill it. he is an accountant by profession.

“indeed i am,” confirmed Jonny, “i did my articles with pKf, 

formerly known as fisher, hoffman and stride, but i realised my 

interests lay more in business than straight accountancy, so i went 

to work for clive weil (then md of checkers and remembered 

fondly for his tv adverts in which he declared that ‘twolley for 

twolley’ checkers was cheaper than the opposition).

“i worked for clive for about a year before a school friend 

of mine, Gavin Katz, approached me to join the family business. 

his father owned fotocats and they were looking for a financial 

man. Gavin was the trader and did the deals. shortly after joining 

fotocats, Gavin’s father passed away and Gavin and Jonny bought 

the business from Gavin’s late father’s estate.

 Gavin and i ran the business very successfully throughout the 

nineties, and when the shaw Group sold out to tigon, we saw an 

opportunity. shaw was a big group in those days and when they 

sold out we saw the need to make sure that we were aligned 

with a buying group that would look after the interests of the 

independents.

he explained: “the independents needed a buying group to 

look after them and with shaw’s sell-out, the independents had 

no one to do this. at the same time hifi corporation was heavily 

involved in the importation of grey and parallel products. i gave 

the situation a great deal of thought before i eventually came up 

with a formula which i hoped would interest other independents 

to join us.

“i knew that we needed regional representation and product 

category representation in order to interest the suppliers. so 

Continue to 11  

“I knew that we needed 
regional representation 
and product category 
representation in order to 
interest the suppliers.”

“Our quality dealers ensure that
suppliers take us seriously.”

Jonny Aarons - Managing Director
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i approached the biggest independents – hirsch’s, Kloppers, 

tafelberg  and Kay makan – who were very receptive. that was 

in 1999, and in early 2000 iseR was officially born.

aarons knew that there were three factors required to make 

the buying group work: “the retailers (buyers), the suppliers and 

finance.

“with the four large independent retailers on our side, 

i had made something of a good start, but i needed finance and 

suppliers. i approached peregrine, which was then a listed finance 

company, and offered them a stake in the venture, which they 

took up. they funded the operation and put up the guarantees.”

iseR was successful enough that within two years the other 

shareholders bought out peregrine.

Jonny still needed suppliers to come to the party, but he now 

had the retailers on board and the finance in place so he invited 

them in to talk.

“i have to say,” said Jonny, “ that those meetings were an 

eye-opener. i found out that most of the suppliers played around 

with the pricing for the different independents. the independents 

each thought they were getting the best prices, but in fact they 

may not have been at all.

“when iseR started we had five dealers and a staff of three. 

today iseR has a staff of 60. the name ‘iseR’,” explained Jonny, 

“is simply an acronym for independent specialist electronic 

Retailers, and it was the original dealers who decided on the 

name.”

Jonny was now faced with developing the second phase, which 

involved bringing on more retailers. it was important to get 

critical mass. “we identified and targeted 25 dealers who we 

hoped would be receptive and satisfied our own criteria, and 

would be team players. the next major step was to co-brand 

our dealers’ stores in order to be able to market ourselves under 

one common brand

“from our point of view,” he continued,” we were in 

competition with the big chains and groups in terms of marketing. 

this co-branding enabled us to market our dealers as an entity 

using both tv and print advertising. we would simply pool our 

resources and do joint marketing. the co-branding also gave us 

a national footprint.”

the move clearly paid off as iseR and its dealers went from 

strength to strength. continued aarons: “Right now we have 

250 dealers, of which 50 are branded ‘expert’, but we try to 

keep just one expert dealer per small town to give that dealer 

a competitive advantage. iseR’s success is dependent on our 

dealers’ success so we do all in our power to assist them.

Continue to 12  

“When ISER started we 
had five dealers and a 
staff of three.”

Continued: Jonny Aarons - “Suppliers take us seriously.”
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“apart from marketing our dealers under a common brand, we 

also negotiate rebates and pricing for our dealers. it was essential 

to get better pricing to give our independents a boost and a 

competitive advantage,” declared Jonny. “with these strategies 

we certainly have kept the independent electronic and appliances 

dealers competitive.

he knows that buying groups such as iseR have become 

“extremely important” to the suppliers. “it is clear that consumers 

now see independents as offering quality products and suppliers 

can build brand credibility through supplying the independents. 

the independents also offer a much wider range of products 

and brands. and critically important, independents also provide 

suppliers with opportunities to increase their margins.

Jonny sees the purpose of a buying group such as iseR being 

“…simply to ensure that an independent can compete in the 

market with product and pricing.” 

looking ahead, Jonny sees possibilities in distribution. our 

success is based on our combined buying power, but i can see 

a time when distribution may become viable. we will exclude 

nothing in the future,” he assured us.

to what does he ascribe the swift success of iseR? “we have 

good quality dealers who are team players, and their strength 

has convinced suppliers to take us seriously. also they are well 

aware that we have the trade finance element in place. because 

of this, suppliers would much rather deal with iseR as there is 

just one account to us and they know we will pay. iseR invoices 

the independent, collects the payment and pays the supplier. 

the supplier loses nothing because if the independent retailer 

defaults, we still pay the supplier.” 

Jonny comments on the behavior of certain suppliers who from 

time to time will increase their footprint by going for market 

share and then suddenly altering strategy. “this is noticeable with 

the multi-national companies in particular, where at one stage 

one will go after market share and the other will be relatively 

dormant. then the roles suddenly reverse, and the previously 

aggressive company will consolidate and the other will swing 

into action, looking to increase its footprint as it starts feeling 

threatened.”

“it’s been interesting watching from the sidelines,” declared 

Jonny. “inevitably, as the business develops and its parameters 

alter, so iseR must respond. for example, we have plans for 

future differentiation. we are now bringing in containers of 

furniture and splitting the containers between our dealers. we 

are constantly looking at different categories of merchandise to 

Continue to 15  

“…simply to ensure 
that an independent can 
compete in the market 
with product and pricing.”

Continued: Jonny Aarons - “Suppliers take us seriously.”
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supply our dealers and perhaps too to encourage new dealers. 

in this regard, we’re currently looking at hardware and perhaps 

later, even sportswear. currently we have about 100 suppliers 

and about 250 dealers. 

up to now, and as its name suggests, iseR has dealt primarily 

with appliances and electronics. Jonny said: “some 30 per cent of 

all appliances and electronics sold in  south africa are through 

independents.

“i know that this high percentage of independent business 

in south africa is as a result of the strong buying groups,” he 

continued, “and it is because the buying groups are so strong that 

the independents in south africa have managed to stay strong. 

but one has to remain wary as it is not uncommon for suppliers 

to play off one independent against another. after all, it is easier 

for the supplier to deal with the large groups – it’s just one stop 

for them – and dealing with a buyer who is most probably not 

a share holder in the business, whereas with the independents, 

there are so many more of them and the buyer is the owner and 

they watch their pennies very carefully. being an independent is a 

very demanding business.”

 iseR is justifiably proud of its admininstration systems. a major 

problem that bedevils the industry is “claims in terms of pricing 

and returns. the industry efficiency in resolving these problems 

is awful,” declared Jonny. “what we’ve achieved on our part is 

to develop a claims scanning system. this has accelerated the 

process and assisted our dealers and suppliers tremendously.”

every year iseR organises a show for the benefit of their 

dealers and to give suppliers and these retailers an opportunity 

to meet, mix, and get to know each other. the 2010 show was 

held, as usual, at emperor’s palace.

 “we also arrange a workshop every year at this annual show 

and try to address current issues of the day,” Jonny explained. 

“this year’s workshop was on the new consumer protection 

act, which should aid our dealers in understanding their rights 

and responsibilities, and help steer them through the introduction 

of the act. 

he stated that the dealers enjoy the annual show. “where 

else would the dealer have the opportunity to meet up to 70 

suppliers on just the one day and view their products?”

although iseR is the biggest electronic and appliance group in 

south africa, the company operates with a tiny management team 

and a similarly small infrastructure. the team consists of Jonny as 

managing director, Rochelle Klopper as financial director, mike 

davidson as merchandise executive and bernine Josef as sales 

manager. non-executive chairman is hartwig heil of tafelberg 

furnishers, and other non-executive directors are Kay makan of 

Kay makan electronics and Gavin Katz of cats digital.

“our job,” explained Jonny “is to keep business tight. we’d 

rather offer better rebates than all the frills.

Continue to 16  

Continued: Jonny Aarons - “Suppliers take us seriously.”
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“we have a help desk/call centre and encourage our dealers 

to phone in with their requirements or queries. we will source 

product on their behalf, follow up on orders received and secure 

the best pricing we can. our maxim is to support our dealers as 

far as we can. 

“the co-branding of our dealer brands with expert commenced 

about seven years ago and we went on tv to get consumers 

aware of the brand and its advantages.” Jonny said that the tv 

ads summed up what expert really is – a national group of leading 

owner-managed stores specialising in appliances and electronics, 

offering the widest range, personal service, sound advice and 

because we buy in bulk, the most competitive prices.

on his daily routine, Jonny is pretty specific. “i spend a lot of 

time on the supply side, meeting our suppliers and dealing with a 

host of administrative issues. looking ahead, i plan to have much 

more interaction with our dealers. with such a small team it has 

been difficult to get out and about, but it is something we know 

has to be done.”

there can be little doubt that iseR has enjoyed massive 

acceptance and success in its brief ten-year history.

Continued: Jonny Aarons - “Suppliers take us seriously.”
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R
ochelle Klopper is the financial director of 

iseR. she is a bloemfontein girl and part of the 

widely known Kloppers family business which 

dominates the free state retail landscape, and as such is 

certainly known to many iseR dealers and suppliers.

 “my grandfather, who was an accountant, started Kloppers 

in 1967 in bloemfontein – a discount store selling furniture 

and electronics,” she confided. “in 1983, close to retirement 

age, he sold the Kloppers business to pepkor. as part of 

the sale agreement, a restraint of trade was placed on my 

grandfather.

“my own father is a lawyer by profession, and once he’d 

completed his articles and qualified, he and two of his 

brothers – there are six Klopper brothers – opened up a 

general dealer store in bloemfontein in 1984, called Juniors. 

the restraint by pepkor was still in force and hence the 

Kloppers name could not be used. however, by 1991 the 

Juniors brand was allowed to change back to Kloppers as 

the pepkor group was no longer focusing on this type of 

retail business. since then Kloppers has grown into a vast 

operation with a broad range of merchandise.”

as a young girl Rochelle left bloemfontein for port 

elizabeth and there attended collegiate Girls high school. 

when she finished she went to stellenbosch university to 

do her b.acc. “following on that i came to Johannesburg to 

do my honours at Rau. that was in 2001,” said Rochelle.

between 2002 and 2004 she completed her articles with 

KpmG before returning to bloemfontein. “in early 2005, 

with my newly acquired qualifications as a ca, i went to 

work in the accounts department at Kloppers,” she said. 

the family bought another business in George during 

2005, so she moved to George with her uncle willem to 

assist with the admin of the new store. but Rochelle’s heart 

was being pulled in another direction, geographically at least. 

“i had met my husband-to-be at KpmG; he was also a ca 

and was working for barclays bank in Johannesburg.

“he couldn’t move out of Johannesburg. in the interim he 

had also resigned from barclays to start his own business. 

when i heard about a job available at iseR – that was around 

2005 – i applied, thus being able to move back to Johannesburg 

to be with my husband. and it worked. after all, he married 

“I was bursting with 
ideas and suddenly saw 
myself being challenged to 
implement some of them.”

“I love my job, love ISER and love
the work I am doing.”

Rochelle Klopper - Financial Director 
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me,” revealed Rochelle with quiet satisfaction.

her job at iseR was initially as the assistant to the financial 

manager, molly. “i didn’t really know what was expected of 

me,” she revealed. “i remember faxing a lot of documents, 

before it dawned on me that i could, and should, get more 

involved on my own initiative. once i’d made that decision 

the job became really interesting and offered me much more 

scope to improve my experience and abilities.

“i was bursting with ideas and suddenly saw myself being 

challenged to implement some of them, when molly left 

at very short notice. i was thrown into the deep end and 

challenged to take over.”

as financial director of iseR, Rochelle runs four 

departments: sales, data capturing, debtors and creditors, 

and two sub-departments which look after claims and 

queries. “in addition, we maintain some big ledgers with all 

dealers receiving detailed accounts from their suppliers,” 

she said.

day to day Rochelle works on her financial reports. “but 

apart from that critical function, i do account reviews, 

reconciliations and financial accounts. i am responsible for 

checking our cash flows on a daily basis. i also meet with 

each manager every morning – just a quick meeting as it 

is important to know what is going on; maybe there are 

problems or other issues which we need to address. and 

then of course, debtors have to be managed, and that’s a 

daily process too!”

having a lean management structure means that Rochelle 

has to get involved in areas which might, in a larger company, 

be handled by different personnel. “for example, i am heavily 

involved in staff training, which is very rewarding but also 

time consuming,” she pointed out. “and then there is the 

hR function, which is also my responsibility. we do utilise 

the expertise of an outside consulting company, but it is my 

job to liaise with them, which i do weekly, and implement 

recommendations or whatever else needs to be done.

“i also handle most of the administration. i meet with 

Jonny every day, where we discuss all important and relevant 

matters.”

Rochelle is very aware of the need to get involved in 

developing and implementing different strategies, so in 

an effort to free up more of her time she is training her 

assistant melissa to take over operational accounts issues. 

“this will be good for me and the company, and obviously 

help in melissa’s development too,” she explained. 

since moving to iseR in 2006 Rochelle feels she has 

“surprised” herself. “i was thrown into the deep end here 

and given a chance to prove myself. my job is not defined by 

my title, but is all-encompassing.

Continue to 20  
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“in the few years i’ve been here i gained a lot of experience 

and can hopefully add value to the job now, which is very 

gratifying. i love meeting our dealers and chatting to them 

about their problems, how we can improve our service and 

generally help to deepen the relationship between us. so 

within the time constraints of my job at the office i make 

every effort to travel to meet them. but as i’ve explained, 

it’s not easy to get out of the office, so much goes on every 

day and so much of my time is needed there.”

Rochelle freely admits to loving her job. “absolutely, i love 

iseR and the work we are doing. i love meeting new people 

and i really enjoy being strategically involved. although iseR 

itself offers a small and challenging environment to work in, 

it’s a large business in terms of our volume. 

“i see a growing role for myself here in the future and am 

“For example, I am heavily 
involved in staff training, 
which is very rewarding 
but also time consuming.”

Continued: Rochelle Klopper - “I love my job.”
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Continue to --  

always trying to devise ways to improve our value to our 

dealers. moreover, i spend a lot of time following up on 

decisions we have taken as an admin division and to ensure 

that those decisions are acted upon.”

so the youngest member of the Kloppers dynasty remains 

very much a part of the retail environment of south africa. 

“my father still manages our bloemfontein store,” she 

confirmed. “two of my uncles look after the George and 

Knysna stores, together with my younger brother who is 

also a ca. my youngest brother is currently busy with his 

law articles and it is possible that he too will end up in the 

family business.

“my husband, although a ca, is no longer practising as 

an accountant. he has his own business which imports air 

conditioners. we are both very busy people, but we are also 

parents – we have a 20-month-old little boy – so we have to 

make time to do both to the best of our ability,” Rochelle 

concluded.

and can there be any doubt that her best will be more 

than  good enough?
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a
s merchandise executive mike davidson plays 

a key role at iseR. davidson was born in 

Gauteng but raised and schooled in natal. 

he started off studying medicine for a while at wits but 

that career did not last. so whilst doing a cis at tech part 

time he decided to work part time at Game to fill time. 

however it soon became fulltime and the cis fell away.  

“i first started selling tv sets at the very beginning of tv 

in 1975.  two year later i was appointed photographic 

and calculator buyer.  as it happens i had been interested 

in photography for years and because of my interest and 

knowledge, as well as sales experience was the best qualified 

of all   applicants. in fact, in all modesty i was responsible 

for initiating Game’s photographic department, as before that 

they only sold Kodak film and instamatic cameras. today they 

are the biggest photo outlet in sa. 

davidson spent 10 fruitful years at Game and in 1982 was  

involved in opening Game’s first venture outside of natal - in 

bruma.  “i eventually left Game to join milton etkind in a new 

venture that was to manage the photo kiosks in hyperama. 

this business did not materialise, so  when approached by 

norman cohen, md of dion – i joined them at the start 

1985, just as dion friedland was selling out ” said mike. “i 

justified the move as a continuation of my retailing career as 

dion was a much bigger retailer in those days and far more 

successful. 

“i did well there, started off as a junior merchandise manager 

and eventually ended up as the merchandise director. ten 

years later dion was taken over by makro. 

davidson wanted a change so he left makro for stax.

he immediately joined stax as merchandise director and 

was there for nearly five years. stax was in it prime at the time 

and traded as one of Johannesburg’s leading independents.

mike then got a call from Jeremy forward – the md of 

vodac – vodacom’s sp, to join them in their marketing and 

procurement section. “however it was not retail and i was a 

little lost working in this very corporate environment.  but i 

was seconded to teljoy for about six months. i realized i was 

Continue to 25  

“I represent our dealer 
members who by and 
large never get to 
see enough of their 
suppliers.”

 ISER’s point man who allows larger
suppliers and smaller retailers to meet.

Mike Davidson – Merchandise Executive 
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not happy working in the cell phone industry  – i was out of 

my retail comfort zone and i wanted to get back into what i 

knew and enjoyed and was good at.

 “and then fate intervened, i visited the  audio and video 

show  to see if i could renew my old contacts,  only to see  

Jonny aarons. the long and short of it was his invitation to 

me to join iser.” that was in november 2003. 

as merchandise executive at iseR, mike is “the point man” 

for suppliers. “i represent our dealer members who by and 

large never get to see enough of their suppliers. of course 

major dealers may get to meet suppliers more regularly but 

they don’t often find their way to the smaller ones.  further, 

even the larger dealer is often too busy and involved in his 

operations to spend time with the supplier on anything other 

than replenishment.

 “however, in my position here at iseR, i meet suppliers 

very regularly either at their head office or ours in orange 

Grove. so inevitably i get information about new products or 

promotions and pricing and within a few hours i ensure that 

all our dealers have received the same information.

“one of my functions,” revealed mike “is to try negotiating 

specific promotions on behalf of our dealers. we can certainly 

do things for our dealers which they probably would not be 

able to do on their own. 

like everyone else, suppliers are different – some make a 

point of dealing with each individual dealer – other insist on 

working with us as a buying group

“so obviously,” continued mike, “we will choose and 

promote those suppliers that run with us, and work hard 

maintaining strong and close relationships with them. i can 

say that companies, our larger suppliers,  such as lG, samsung 

and defy choose to operate through iseR and indeed prefer 

to deal with iseR and will do most of their promotions and 

communications through us. 

there are also a number of smaller suppliers who can’t 

run accounts effectively – we play a large role in their goods 

getting to market. 

iseR’s annual buying show provides opportunities for 

dealers to meet the suppliers and indeed iseR advises all 

exhibiting suppliers to organize some form of promotional 

activity for the show’s duration. “we try and ensure that 

Continue to 26  

“We help them as much 
as we can in this regard. 
For example, we provide 
them with information 
regarding marketing 
trends which we pick up 
from supplier statistics.”

Continued: Mike Davidson - ISER’s point man.
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there are specials for the duration of the show”, he says. “Just 

as important, a number of suppliers launch new ranges on our 

show, leading to many items been seen for the first time. 

he believes that it is important for dealers to plan forward. 

he said: “we help them as much as we can in this regard. 

for example, we provide them with information regarding 

marketing trends which we pick up from supplier statistics 

and which we interpret. we can tell them what we’ve sold 

and in what quantities. we make this information available 

to our suppliers too, and by combining our figures we 

can identify opportunities, isolate problems and help both 

parties.

the way we do business has changed in the last few years 

around the world and now in south africa too. many suppliers 

order their stock just in time; they no longer have a few 

months stock in their warehouses. this means of course, that 

if our dealers don’t plan ahead, they will only be able to pick 

up the remnants of orders that some other retailer planned 

that they did not receive. 

“the independents are the managers and the owners and 

have to handle many things at store level which doesn’t 

happen with the mass merchants. these mass merchants 

have designated people for different jobs, so we can, through 

communication with the independents; report back to suppliers 

certain things suppliers would have remained ignorant about. 

for example appliances being returned due to poor packaging, 

or over stacking and even poor courier handling. only at an 

independent dealer would a senior executive be involved in 

the off loading process, establish the reason and inform us 

– we get this info directly though to senior management at 

the supplier and of course they are grateful and can respond 

“We try to move the 
focus of our dealers to 
where they have a better 
chance of competing 
by promoting another 
supplier and by working 
more closely with that 
supplier.”

“We get a comparative 
price for our dealers so 
can compete. This weekly 
report allows a dealer 
to track how often a 
particular product is 
advertised, what the 
pricing is, and then work 
out how to respond.” 

Continued: Mike Davidson - ISER’s point man.
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accordingly.” mike davidson avers that no other buying 

group or many of the smaller independent dealers has the 

experience which iseR has garnered over the years in dealing 

with suppliers.

“bear in mind that independents are not general 

merchandisers by and large, and their experience is confined 

to their own limited core of suppliers. most of them don’t 

employ buyers so that is a specialized function in which we 

can advise. we are also able to assist  dealers on any number 

of matters. it could be supplier collections, pricing, asking us 

to send a rep to them, advice on individual promotions or 

even national promotions.  we help them as far as we are 

able with all the above. in addition, we also monitor all retail 

advertising and send out notifications to our dealers about 

availability and pricing etc.

“we get a comparative price for our dealers so they can 

compete.” advised mike, “we try to move the focus of our 

dealers to where they have a better chance of competing by 

promoting another supplier and by working more closely with 

Continue to 28  
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that supplier. this is the kind of critical intelligence we can 

offer to our dealers.”

of course iseR does not charge dealers for dealership.. 

“explained davidson: “we negotiate trading terms with our 

suppliers which includes rebates and settlement. we pass a 

big chunk of that on to our dealers. some of our independents 

cannot get an account with suppliers, so we simply by virtue 

of our size, offer access to these dealers to suppliers they 

otherwise would not be able to trade with. we can negotiate 

a higher rebate on their behalf, certainly higher than they can 

get on their own.

“and it is important then for us to focus on what our dealers 

want, what their customers want. we follow the big demand 

brands but if a supplier does not support us in a particular 

category, then we can switch our focus elsewhere. we are 

very flexible in that regard.

another important iseR function is to help their dealers 

with after sales service. “we collate a lot of calls from our 

dealers concerning this, and we often see a pattern or trend. 

we set up meetings with suppliers service people and try to 

resolve the issues at a senior level.

 “we also encourage suppliers by awarding certificates for 

service at our iseR shows,” declared mike. “everyone enjoys 

recognition if they go the extra mile. 

“we also look at fair pricing awards, logistics and transport 

awards, integrity and reliability of supply. these are all 

operational aspects which suppliers appreciate feedback on, 

and which leads to a better class of service to our dealers in 

the long run. and because we have the ability to gather and 

interpret a lot of the information that comes our way, we can 

warn our dealers in advance about what is likely to happen, 

so that they can take the measures necessary to capitalize. i 

cannot over estimate the value of this iseR service,” stated 

mike davidson.

“what we have learned is that the more honest a supplier is, 

the more integrity he displays, the more he is valued and 

trusted by the trade, and a higher level of support from the 

dealer naturally follows.” 

 iseR’s current major areas of focus  is -  major and small 

appliances, tv, most mainstream audio, photographic, general 

“What we have learned 
is that the more honest 
a supplier is, the more 
integrity he displays, the 
more he is valued and 
trusted by the trade, and 
a higher level of support 
from the dealer naturally 
follows.”

Continued: Mike Davidson - ISER’s point man.
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electronics  like mp3, navigation and gaming,  beds and latterly 

have made inroads into furniture. “oh and increasingly into 

computers,” he points out. 

mike explained that “historically suppliers of furniture 

preferred to deal directly with dealers, but that is now 

changing. and today many dealers are buying furniture through 

us. i foresee furniture being a big growth area for iseR. we 

started a few years ago doing direct imports from asia and 

indeed we now visit established furniture shows in malaysia 

and singapore. we bring in containers for dealers who ask us 

to act for them. and very excitingly for our dealers, we have 

now set up a system whereby any retailer can buy from any 

overseas source and iseR will do the financing and paperwork. 

there are minimal shipping and finance problems for them 

as we sort all that out. the shipment is treated like a local 

supplier.

“the effect is that our dealers pay on much more favourable 

local trading terms.” davidson is constantly extending his role 

to broaden the assistance he can render to his dealers. “as an 

Continue to 30  
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example”, he elaborated, “i have travelled with dealers to trade 

shows, negotiate with them, and make all the arrangements 

for shipping, leaving the dealer free to concern himself only 

on selection and quality. we even do all the costings on 

their behalf. since the demise of furnex who were strong in 

furniture, we have found there are many independents that 

want to import furniture but cannot do so, thus we have now 

appointed an agent to coordinate their orders. we have high 

hopes for growth in the coming  years in this category.

mike spends a lot of time dealing initially with queries from 

suppliers and dealers.  i have meetings with suppliers in my 

office, often phone others to resolve issues, prepare planning 

reports, conduct market research and visit showrooms or 

warehouses. we see most suppliers as often as possible; 

where as a normal buying office would have multiple people 

playing this roll.

 “together with bernine we coordinate supplier and dealer 

issues that only the supplier can resolve, bernine has the 

dealer query and we immediately try and get the feedback 

for the dealer. we initiate dealer incentive promotions with 

suppliers and discuss which dealers would be most suitable 

for various promotion options.

amongst the promotions we do, supplier sponsored 

leaflets will play a significant roll. bernine suggests the dealers 

to involve who would have the most interest in the particular 

supplier, and i arrange the product and planning with the 

supplier.

the annual trade show and supplier awards dinner is 

regarded by iseR as ‘extremely important’. the venue is 

booked a year in advance. “and then between three and six 

months in advance bernine will announce the actual day to 

“I have travelled with 
dealers to trade 
shows, negotiate with 
them, and make all 
the arrangements for 
shipping, leaving the 
dealer free to concern 
himself only on selection 
and quality.”

“One of our biggest 
challenges is to assist 
our dealers to maintain 
their standards above 
that of the mass  
merchandisers, and the 
better we do that, the 
more successful we will 
be.”

Continued: Mike Davidson - ISER’s point man.
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our dealers and will send out the invitations. sanet and i will 

inform all our suppliers and indeed meet with each one of 

them on a one to one basis to confirm their space. this is a 

great opportunity to introduce  new suppliers,” he revealed. 

“this was my fifth iseR show and once again will be held at 

emperors’ palace.

“the idea is to afford our dealers the opportunity to meet 

as many suppliers as possible, to see whatever is new in 

terms of products and ranges and this year’s christmas 

trading specials. on the day preceding the show,  we 

organize a workshop  for our dealers, and try and expose 

them to people and concepts that they certainly wouldn’t 

have accessed independently  we try and expose them to 

current retail trends so the better to compete in today’s 

changing market place.

this year’s iseR show held in september for the first time, 

has been calculated to boost christmas buying and sales. 

“let’s see if it works and how it goes before we decide to 

repeat in 2011,” he said. mike davidson believes that iseR 

is a ‘work in progress’. “one of our biggest challenges is to 

assit our dealers to maintain their standards above that of 

the mass merchandiser, and the better we do that, the more 

successful we will be.

mike davidson is married with two children, his daughter 

studying medicine and his son a b.comm.

“The idea is to afford our 
dealers the opportunity 
to meet as many 
suppliers as possible, 
to see whatever is new 
in terms of products 
and ranges and this 
year’s Christmas trading 
specials. 
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J
ohannesburg born and educated bernine Josef has 

become widely known to hundreds of dealers throughout 

south africa. indeed, as national sales manager of iseR, 

bernine has been responsible for recruiting a number of their 

iseR’s current dealers. 

how did she get  into a buying group such as iseR?  “it all 

started when back in the eighties i went to work for andre 

Jewellers as a credit controller,” she recalled, “ and then 

was moved into sales on the floor . i met selwyn chatz who 

was also working at andre Jewellers and whose father-in-

law owned the shaw Group which only had a presence in 

Kroonstad in those days. shaw was very keen to open up in 

Johannesburg and selwyn was invited to do that. he accepted 

the challenge and invited me to join him. that was in 1987.”

based in sandton, bernine and selwyn set about building 

up the transvaal region of the shaw Group. “initially, i was 

there as a receptionist,” said bernine, “but subsequently went 

into sales with the brief to recruit as many suitable dealers as 

i could.” she remembers doing a lot of travelling all over the 

province. “but it paid off as we built shaw up very well and as 

it grew we expanded into natal and the western cape. that 

would have been in the nineties,” she observed. “but my job 

was not only  to grow the dealership, i also had to deal with 

suppliers, in fact i was doing everything.”

“i even set up our call centres and we just continued to 

grow. furnex was around in those days, but they were much 

more involved with furniture and we tended to focus more 

on appliances and audio. in 2003 iseR was still in the throes 

of building up its name and dealership. i went for an interview 

and was accepted and joined iseR that very same year.

“i had certainly heard that iseR was making big inroads 

into the electronic and appliance environment and attracting 

quality dealers, but even so they only had about 100 suppliers 

and perhaps 25 dealers. my early experiences there definitely 

reminded me of my early days at shaw. i had to get out and 

get dealers, but this time around i had much more confidence 

and knew what i was doing. i recognized that iseR was a small 

open door company with enormous potential for growth.

Continue to 34  

“I had certainly heard 
that ISER was making big 
inroads into the electronic 
and appliance environment 
and attracting quality 
dealers.” 

 “My job is to make sure
dealers are happy.”

Bernine Josef - National Sales Manager
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of course,” said bernine,” i approached all my old contacts 

and persuaded many of them to come across to iseR.”

“and then a further opportunity opened up for us when 

furnex closed last year. i immediately initiated contact with 

their dealers and persuaded more dealers to join us.” today 

bernine Josef spends a lot of time on pR for iseR. “obviously, 

i’m always on the lookout for new dealers, but now i spend 

quite a bit of time persuading   dealers to purchase more 

through us by offering better service, better rebates, keener 

pricing etc. it is a two way process and i get a lot of dealers 

contacting me directly asking for assistance, iseR has always 

believes that we need to look after the customers we have 

in order to help them grow rather than to look for new 

business. this could range from helping them with supplier 

problems through to speaking to suppliers’ reps or account 

executives  on their behalf. and helping to sort out all the 

inevitable  queries that keep cropping up.

as part of the service  bernine will also open accounts 

for her new dealers, get credit applications vetted, send out 

welcome letters and explain exactly how the relationship 

Continued: Bernine Josef - “Offering value...”
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works. “i am also responsible for administering dealers’ 

rebates,” she declared. “and then of course our show – our 

annual buying show – in which i am involved.  i want to get on 

the road a lot more to meet our dealers on a face to face basis 

instead of at the end of a phone or via emails etc. i am very 

much a people’s person. ideally,” said bernine, “i don’t want 

to spend more than two days of every week in the office. i 

need to visit our dealers.

she finds that some suppliers’ choose not to focus on the 

smaller dealers of iseR, suppliers just have to take them more 

seriously,” she insists. 

Reviewing her job and looking ahead to the future, bernine 

says that “iseR is a small company with a small team and we 

work very closely together and help each other whenever 

we need to. i enjoy it thoroughly. we have an open door 

policy and a very relaxed atmosphere. i truly love my dealers  

and believe we are doing an incredible job on their behalf. 

without any doubt there is scope for further development 

of iseR.

“furniture dealers represent a further big opportunity for 

us and although many of them still buy direct, i believe we 

can help them with their imports. there is huge potential 

there. another opportunity which we have identified is in it, 

in computers. we have noticed a certain reluctance on the 

part of independents to get involved with computers. they 

don’t want to get involved because the distribution model is 

different to that of electronics and appliances. but we know 

that where’s the future is, where growth will come from. 

iseR can definitely increase it’s dealer base through these 

areas of furniture and it,” was bernine Josef’s very positive 

summation.

for relaxation bernine enjoys the company of her friends, 

socializing with them and travelling. “i just wish i had more 

opportunities to travel,” she concluded.

“I want to get on the 
road a lot more to meet 
our dealers on a face
to face basis instead
of at the end of a
phone or via emails
etc.”

“ISER is a small company 
with a small team and we 
work very closely together 
and help each other 
whenever we need to. I 
enjoy it thoroughly.” 
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Selected exhibitors from previous
ISER shows return year after year






